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Description

FIELD OF THE INVENTION

[0001] The invention relates generally to the field of processing and rendering of digital images and more particularly to systems and methods for generating multiple-level discrete-tone image data from continuous-tone image data.

BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION

[0002] Several techniques have been developed for rendering of continuous-tone images, represented by image data in which values of picture elements ("pixels") may take on values between, for example, black and white, using discrete-tone media or display devices in which rendered pixels may take on only two or a few pixel values, such as black and white. Generally, the techniques attempt to generate, for various regions of the continuous-tone images representing, for example, a particular shade of gray (that is, a "tone"), a combination of black and white pixels in the rendered image which, to the eye, appears to have the corresponding shade of gray. For example, a region of the continuous-tone image which is fifty-percent gray, or half-way between black and white, would be represented by a discrete-tone region in which one-half of the pixels would be white, and the other half would be black. For a color image, each color is generally processed separately, so that pixel values representing the intensity of, for example, red, green and blue ("RGB"), cyan, magenta, and yellow ("CMY"), or cyan, magenta, yellow and black ("CMYK") for the pixels in an image would be generated independently.

[0003] European Patent Application publication number 547382 published on 23 June 1993 discloses a method for producing a multitone image by generating darkness levels $U(i,j)$ determined by reference to a look-up table of precalculated values. $U(i,j) = (N-1)V_{ij}(s,t) + W(i,j)$, where $V_{ij}(s,t)$ ranges over all possible original values and $(i,j)$ range over one repetition of the pattern of the screen values $W(i,j)$.

[0004] European Patent Application number 650289 published 26 April 1995 discloses a method and apparatus for generating a halftone image for a multi-level output device employing a dither matrix generated by minimizing a visual cost function. The dither matrix is addressed by the least significant bits of a pixel address and the value supplied by the dither matrix is added to the pixel value. The resulting sum is quantized to produce the multi-level halftone value. The added dither may also be multiplied dependent on the input pixel value. The cost function is minimized by stochastic annealing or by a generic algorithm.

[0005] European Patent Application number 359080 published on 21 March 1990 discloses a color display device which includes dither apparatus for each primary color to be displayed. A dither algorithm operates on each primary (red, green, blue) separately. A circuit is described that computes the correct pixel value for one such primary and describes how the result of three such operations (for each of red, green and blue) can be combined. All eight bits of the frame buffer are reserved for the dithered image, with three bits of the eight used for red, three bits for green, and two bits for blue since the eye is less sensitive to blue. This allows eight independent values for red, eight for green, and four for blue.

[0006] In one rendering technique, termed "error diffusion," the continuous-tone image data is processed pixel by pixel, and discrete-tone pixel data is generated for each pixel. Error diffusion systems generally process the image data by scanning across successive lines in the image, generally starting from, for example, the upper left-hand corner of the image. In generating pixel data for the first pixel, an error diffusion system will generate a discrete-tone pixel value in response to the continuous-tone pixel value for the pixel based on a selected threshold value. If, for example, the continuous-tone pixel value is represented by numerical values between zero (representing black) and two hundred and fifty five (representing white), the discrete tone pixel value (either zero for black or two hundred and fifty five for white) will be determined based on whether it is above or below the threshold value, which will generally be selected to be half way through the range of values that the continuous-tone pixel data may take on. In generating a value for the second pixel, the error diffusion system will also generate a discrete-tone pixel value in response to threshold value, but instead of using the pixel's continuous-tone pixel value, it will generate an adjusted continuous-tone pixel value corresponding to the sum of its continuous-tone pixel value and the difference between the discrete-tone pixel value generated for the first pixel and the first pixel's continuous-tone pixel value (that is, the "error"), the error being weighted according to a selected weighting function. The result is then compared to the threshold value and a discrete-tone pixel value generated in response. This operation is repeated for each pixel, across the first line, and across pixels of successive lines, with an error-adjusted continuous tone pixel value being generated for each pixel using the errors generated for previously-processed pixels taken in relation to a weighting function. The point of this technique is that the errors, which, generally speaking relate to the difference between the luminance represented by the discrete-tone image data and the continuous-tone image data for correspondingly-positioned pixels, are diffused throughout the discrete-tone image from the upper left-hand comer of the image toward the right and downwardly through the image, with the degree of diffusion being related to the selected weighting function. Thus, while the luminance represented by the discrete-tone pixel value for any particular pixel may be considerably different from the continuous-tone pixel level for a given pixel, over a group of pixels the errors tend to
even out so that the discrete-tone image is perceptually similar to the continuous-tone image.

While the error diffusion technique produces generally accurate pleasing rendered images, it will be appreciated that a considerable amount of processing is required to generate discrete-tone image data for an image. To reduce the amount of processing required, another technique, termed a "stochastic screen" technique, has been developed. In a system which operates in accordance with the stochastic screen technique, a stochastic threshold array is generated which has array elements organized in a selected number of rows and columns. Each array element of the stochastic threshold array is a threshold value. In generating the discrete-tone image values, the stochastic threshold array is essentially tiled over the continuous-tone pixel values, and the discrete-tone pixel values are generated in response to a comparison between continuous-tone pixel values for the pixels and threshold values of correspondingly-positioned stochastic threshold array elements. The stochastic threshold array is generated from an optimized pattern, which in turn is generated from a seed pattern that comprises an array in which the various array elements are initially randomly assigned binary values. The seed pattern is processed to provide for selected distribution characteristics, and the stochastic threshold array generated after the distribution characteristics have been achieved. Typically, the optimized patterns and associated stochastic threshold arrays can be generated in advance of processing of the image data, since they normally do not depend on the continuous-tone image data for a particular image. Since the continuous-tone pixel values for the continuous tone image are compared, pixel for array element, with the array elements of the tiled stochastic threshold array, and do not depend on processing in connection with neighboring pixels, the processing of the pixels can take place in parallel, which can speed up processing of the image as a whole.

While systems operating in accordance with stochastic screening techniques are generally straightforward to apply in connection with half-tone image rendering, in which the rendering device can render output images using two possible discrete tone pixel values (such as the above-described zero for black or two hundred and fifty five for white), they are more difficult to apply when the number of possible discrete-tone pixel values increases beyond two. This may occur, for example, in a gray scale image rendered by a rendering device which can render several densities or shades of gray, or in a color image rendered by a rendering device which can render some or all of the colors (for example, cyan, magenta, yellow and gray/black, or "CMYK") in several densities. Each density or shade of gray in a gray-scale image, or of each color in a color image, is represented by one of a number of the discrete-tone pixel values to be generated.

In one multiple-level stochastic screening technique, each discrete-tone pixel value for a pixel is generated from the continuous-tone pixel value for the corresponding pixel as the sum of a coarsely-quantized pixel value and a scaled thresholded pixel value. In generating the coarsely quantized pixel values, the range of possible continuous-tone pixel values is divided into a series of sub-ranges, and successive sub-ranges are associated with successive ones of the coarsely-quantized pixel values. The scaled thresholded pixel value is generated by scaling the continuous-tone pixel value and/or the threshold array values in relation to the range between successive quantization levels selected for the coarse quantization, determining whether the scaled continuous-tone pixel value is larger or smaller than the scaled threshold array value, and generating a value, which corresponds to the scaled thresholded pixel value, in response to the determination. It will be appreciated that, in this technique, if there are "2N+1" density levels, where "N" is an integer, the discrete-tone pixel value can be generated using relatively simple digital binary bit operations in which the coarsely-quantized pixel values comprise the most-significant bit(s) of a binary digital word, and the scaled thresholded pixel value comprises the less-significant bit(s) of the word. However, if the number of density levels differs from "2N+1," this technique is more complex to apply.

**SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION**

Under a first aspect, the invention provides an image rendering system for generating discrete tone image data for representing continuous tone image data to be rendered by a rendering device, the continuous tone image data including a plurality of pixel values each associated with a pixel, the rendering device rendering a color using a plurality of colorants each having an associated colorant density, the image rendering system comprising: a threshold array including a plurality of array elements, each array element identifying a function of two inputs, one of said pixel values and one of said threshold values, each array element identifying a color using a plurality of colorants each having an associated colorant density, and colorant density supply means for, for each pixel, using the pixel value associated with the pixel and a threshold value from the threshold array to identify an array element of the colorant density array, the colorant density supply means supplying the colorant density value of the identified array element to the rendering device for rendering, said colorant density array being characterized by a plurality of array elements, each array element being a function of two inputs, one of said pixel values and one of said threshold values, each array element identifying a particular one of a plurality of colorant density values and each associated with one of said colorant densities rendered by said rendering device.

Under a second aspect, the invention provides an image rendering system for generating discrete tone image data for representing continuous tone image data to be rendered by a discrete-tone rendering device, the continuous tone image data including a plurality of continuous-tone pixel values each associated with a pixel, the image rendering system comprising: a threshold ar-
ray including a plurality of threshold values; a discrete-tone pixel value array; and discrete-tone pixel value supply means for, for each pixel, using the continuous-tone pixel value associated with the pixel and a threshold value from the threshold array to identify an array element of the discrete-tone pixel value array, the discrete-tone pixel value supply means supplying the discrete-tone pixel value of the identified array element to the rendering device for rendering, said discrete-tone pixel value array being characterized by a plurality of array elements, each array element being a function of two inputs, one of said pixel values and one of said threshold values, each array element identifying a particular discrete tone pixel value.

[0012] Preferred embodiments of the invention are recited in the dependent claims.

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS

[0013] This invention is pointed out with particularity in the appended claims. The above and further advantages of this invention may be better understood by referring to the following description taken in conjunction with the accompanying drawings, in which:

FIG. 1 is an illustrative computer system including a multiple-level stochastic screening system constructed in accordance with the invention;
FIG. 2 is a functional block diagram of a multiple-level stochastic screening system constructed in accordance with the invention;
FIG. 3 is a diagram useful in understanding the operation of the system depicted in FIG. 2.

DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF AN ILLUSTRATIVE EMBODIMENT

[0014] FIG. 1 is diagram of a computer system 10 including a multiple-level stochastic screening system 18 (FIG. 2) constructed in accordance with the invention. With reference to FIG. 1, the computer system 10 in one embodiment includes a computer 11, one or more image acquisition devices represented by a camera 12A and a thirty-five millimeter slide scanner 12B (generally identified by reference numeral 12), for acquiring an image and converting it to continuous-tone digital image data, and one or more image rendering devices represented by a printer 13A and a raster image processor 13B (generally identified by reference numeral 13) for generating an output image. The computer 10, which in one embodiment is a general-purpose stored-program digital computer which comprises the multiple-level stochastic screening system 18, receives the continuous-tone digital image data, and processes it in relation to stochastic threshold arrays as described below in connection with FIGS. 2 and 3 to generate multi-density discrete-tone digital image data to be rendered by, for example, an image rendering device 13.

[0015] As is conventional, the computer 10 includes a processor module 14 and operator interface elements comprising operator input components such as a keyboard 15A and/or a mouse 15B (generally identified by reference numeral 15) and operator output elements such as a video display device 16. The processor module 14 includes, for example, processor, memory and mass storage devices such as disk and/or tape storage elements (not separately shown) which perform processing and storage operations in connection with digital data provided thereto. When operating in accordance with the multiple-level stochastic screening system 18, the computer system 10 will generally be processing certain programs which enable it to establish elements and perform selected operations as described below in connection with FIGS. 2 and 3. The operator input elements 15 are provided to permit an operator to input information for processing, including information for controlling the image processing operations. The video display device 16 is provided to display output information to the operator, such as information identifying certain selections the operator may make in connection with the processing of the image data. Although the computer system 10 is shown as comprising particular components, such as the keyboard and mouse for receiving input information from an operator, and a video display device for displaying output information to the operator, it will be appreciated that the computer system 10 may include a variety of components in addition to or instead of those depicted in FIG. 1.

[0016] Although the computer system 10 in one embodiment has been depicted as receiving continuous-tone image data from particular types of image acquisition devices 12, such as the camera 12A and a thirty-five millimeter scanner 12B, and particular types of image rendering devices 13, such as a printer 13A and a raster image processor 13B, it will be appreciated that numerous other types of image acquisition devices 12 and image rendering devices 13 may be used in connection with the computer system 10.

[0017] Although one embodiment of the multiple-level stochastic screen system 18 has been indicated as comprising elements of a general-purpose stored-program computer system 10, it will be apparent to those skilled in the art that the system 18 may alternatively include special-purpose hardware and/or program components, or a combination of a computer system 10 with special-purpose hardware and/or program components.

[0018] FIG. 2 is a functional block diagram of the multiple-level stochastic screening system 18 constructed in accordance with the invention. Generally, the system 18 receives an input image data array, comprising continuous-tone image data for an image, and, using a stochastic threshold array and a discrete-tone colorant density array, generates discrete-tone output image data for rendering by a rendering device. For a two-dimensional image, the continuous-tone image data will be in
the form of a two-dimensional array of picture elements, or "pixels," and the continuous-tone image data for each pixel comprises a pixel value which represents a measure of the intensity of the pixel. The multiple-level stochastic screening system 18, in generating discrete-tone image data for a pixel, selects continuous-tone image data for a pixel and a threshold value from the stochastic threshold array (in a manner to be described below in connection with FIG. 2) and uses the selected continuous-tone image data and the threshold value to identify a particular element in the discrete-tone colorant density array. The identified element in the discrete-tone density array corresponds to the discrete-tone image data for the pixel, and may be used in rendering the pixel by the image rendering device 13 (FIG. 1).

More specifically, the multiple-level stochastic screening system 18 as shown in FIG. 2 includes a pixel value selection section 20, a threshold value selection section 21 and a multiple-level discrete-tone value generation section 22, all under control of a control element 19. The pixel value selection section 20, under control of a control element 19, provides continuous-tone pixel values from the continuous-tone image data, which is stored in an array 23. The continuous-tone image data for a two-dimensional image will be in the form of a two-dimensional array, with each array element containing a pixel value, and the storage array 23 will have a number of storage locations organized in a plurality of rows and columns, each for storing a pixel value. It will be appreciated that the storage array 23 will have at least a number of rows and columns which depend on the height and width of the image and the resolution, that is, the number of pixels per unit of distance along the height and width of the image. For a gray-scale image, the continuous tone image data for each pixel constitutes a value which is generally constrained to an integral value within a selected range, such as between zero and two hundred and fifty five, which can be quantized to an eight-bit digital word. For a color image, the continuous-tone image data for each pixel will comprise a pixel value which, in turn, will have a color value for each of the primary colors (in one embodiment, the aforementioned cyan, magenta, yellow, and gray/black color scheme) in which the image is encoded.

The threshold value selection section 21, as described below in more detail, under control of the control element 19 provides thresholding values from a threshold array which is stored in a store 25. In one embodiment, the threshold array is preferably a stochastic threshold array which is stored in a store 25. In one embodiment, thirty-two rows and thirty-two columns) each of which includes a threshold value. The continuous-tone image data and the threshold value to identify a particular element in the discrete-tone colorant density array. The identified element in the discrete-tone density array corresponds to the discrete-tone image data for the pixel, and may be used in rendering the pixel by the image rendering device 13 (FIG. 1).

The multiple-level stochastic threshold array includes a plurality of array elements organized in a plurality of rows and columns (in one embodiment, thirty-two rows and thirty-two columns) each of which includes a threshold value. The store 25 includes a number of storage locations, organized into rows and columns, corresponding to the number of rows and columns in the stochastic threshold array, with each storage location storing one element of the stochastic threshold array.

The multiple-level discrete-tone value generation section 22 receives the continuous-tone image data for each pixel from the pixel value selection section 20, and threshold values from the threshold value selection section 21, and, under control of the control element 19, generates the multiple-level discrete-tone pixel values for the pixel, to be used in rendering the multiple-level discrete-tone image by the rendering device 13. The multiple-level discrete-tone value generation section 22, which is shown in greater detail in FIG. 3, includes a multiple-level discrete-tone density array 27, which includes a number of entries, each associated with one of the possible continuous-tone pixel values and one of the possible threshold values, which identifies the colorant density to be used. Accordingly, when the pixel value selection section 20 selects a pixel value for a pixel and the threshold value selection section 21 selects a threshold value to be used in connection with rendering the pixel, the multiple-level discrete-tone value generation section 22 enables the contents of the entry in the multiple-level discrete-tone density array 27 that is associated with the pixel value and the threshold value to be used in generating a discrete-tone pixel value for rendering the pixel in the discrete-tone image. It will be appreciated that, since, in a color image, the pixel value provided by the pixel value selection section 20 for a particular pixel may comprise different values for the various colors, the multiple-level discrete-tone value generation section 22 may make use of multiple entries in the array 27 in generating a discrete-tone pixel value, with each entry being used to provide a density value for a particular colorant that is used by the rendering device 13 in rendering the pixel in the discrete-tone image.

As noted above, the pixel value selection section 20 and the threshold value selection section 21, under control of the control element 19, provide continuous-tone image data and threshold values for use by the multiple-level discrete-tone value generation section 22. As noted above, the pixel value selection section 20 includes the input image data store 23 for storing the input image data, and in addition includes an input image data addressing section 24 which selects pixel values from the input image data array for coupling to the output code generator section. The threshold value selection section 21 includes the stochastic threshold array store 25 and in addition includes a threshold array addressing section 26 which, in synchrony with the operation of the input image data store addressing section 24, selects...
threshold values from the stochastic threshold array store 25.

[0023] The input image data addressing section 24 includes a column addressing element 30 and a row addressing element 31. In the embodiment depicted in FIG. 2, the input image data addressing section addresses the input image data store 23 to provide pixel values for pixels in successive columns across each row from, for example, left to right across the image, and in successive rows from the top towards the bottom of the image. The column addressing element 30 and row addressing element 31 provide column and row address portions which, in combination, identify one location in the input image data store 23. The column addressing element 30 includes a column counter 32, a register 33 and a comparator 34. The column counter 32 generates the column address which is provided by the column addressing element 30. The column counter 32 is initialized to point to the first column in the input image data store 23, and increments to identify locations in successive columns in response to successive ticks of an INC COL CTR increment column counter indication from the control element 19. The register 33 stores a column increment termination value, which corresponds to the number of columns of input image data in the input image data store 23. Both the column address from the column counter 32, and the column increment termination value from the register 33, are provided to the comparator, which generates a RST IM DATA COL CTR reset image data column counter indication to enable the column counter 32 to be reset. Resetting of the column counter 32 occurs when it has incremented to identify the last column of the input image data store 23 containing input image data, and enables the column counter 32 to resume counting from the first column of the input image data store.

[0024] Similarly, the row addressing element 31 includes a row counter 35, a register 36 and a comparator 37. The row counter 35 generates the row address which is provided by the row addressing element 31. The row counter 35 is initialized to point to the first row in the input image data store 23, and increments to identify successive rows in response to INC IM DATA ROW CTR increment image data row counter indication, which corresponds to RST IM DATA COL CTR reset image data column counter indication from the column addressing element 31. Accordingly, when the column addressing element 30 resets as described above, the row counter 35 increments to point to the next row. The register 36 stores a row increment termination value, which corresponds to the number of rows of locations in the input image data store 23 containing input image pixel data. Both the row address from the row counter 35, and the row increment termination value from the register 36, are provided to the comparator 37, which generates a DONE indication indicating that the multiple-level stochastic screening system 10 has processed all input image data provided thereto.

[0025] As described above, the threshold value selection section 21 includes a stochastic threshold array store 25 and a threshold array addressing section 26. The threshold value selection section 21 provides threshold values which are used, along with the input pixel image data from the pixel value selection section 20, by the multiple-level discrete-tone value generation section 22 in generating the output pixel value for rendering by the rendering device. In one embodiment, the stochastic threshold array is an array comprising numerical array elements organized into one hundred and twenty-eight rows and one hundred and twenty-eight columns, although it will be appreciated that threshold arrays of other sizes may also be used. The threshold array addressing section 26 includes a column addressing element 40 and a row addressing element 41. In the embodiment depicted in FIG. 2, the threshold array addressing section 26 addresses the stochastic threshold array store 25 to provide for the tiling of the stochastic threshold array stored in store 25 over the input image data stored in input image data store 23.

[0026] The column addressing element 40 and row addressing element 41 provide column and row address portions which, in combination, identify one location in the stochastic threshold array store 25, whose contents are used by the multiple-level discrete-tone pixel value section 22 along with the continuous-tone pixel value provided by the pixel value selection section in generating the output pixel value. The column addressing element 40 includes a column counter 42, a register 43, a comparator 44 and an OR element 45. The column counter 42 generates the column address which is provided by the column addressing element 40. The column counter 42 is initialized to point to the first column in the stochastic threshold array store 25, and increments to identify locations in successive columns in response to successive ticks of the INC COL CTR increment column counter indication from a control element 19. Accordingly, the threshold value selection section 21 will advance across successive columns of each row in synchrony with advancement across the columns of the input image data by the pixel value selection section 20.

[0027] The register 43 stores a column increment termination value, which corresponds to the number of columns in the stochastic threshold array (that is, the value one hundred and twenty-eight in the above-described embodiment). Both the column address from the column counter 42, and the column increment termination value from the register 43, are provided to the comparator 44, which generates a RST THR COL CTR reset threshold array column counter indication which energizes one input of the OR element 45 to enable the column counter 42 to be reset. Resetting of the column counter 42 in response to the RST THR COL CTR indication occurs when it has incremented to identify the last column of the threshold array store 25 and enables the column counter 42 to resume counting from the first column of the stochastic threshold array. The second input of the
OR element 45 is energized in response to the RST IM DAT COL CTR reset image data column counter indication from the column addressing element 30 of the pixel value selection section 20, to enable the column counter 42 to be reset when the pixel value selection section has finished with a row of pixel values from the image data store 23.

Similarly, the row addressing element 41 includes a row counter 46, a register 47, a comparator 48. The row counter 46 generates the row address which is provided by the row addressing element 41. The row counter is initialized to point to the first row in the input image data store 23, and increments to identify each successive row in response to an INC THR ROW CTR increment threshold array row counter indication, which corresponds to the RST IM DATA COL CTR indication from the column addressing section of the pixel value selection section 20. Accordingly, the row counter 46 increments in synchrony with incrementation of the row counter 35 of the pixel value selection section 20 so that, as the pixel value selection section 20 provides pixel values from successive rows of the input image data from the image data store 23, the threshold value selection section will provide threshold values from successive rows of the stochastic threshold array to the threshold array store 25. The register 47 stores a row increment termination value, which corresponds to the number of rows in the stochastic threshold array, which, in turn, corresponds to the number of rows of locations in the threshold array store 25. Both the row address from the row counter 46, and the row increment termination value from the register 47, are provided to the comparator 50, which generates a RST THR ROW CTR reset threshold array row counter indication to enable the row counter 46 to be reset. Accordingly, after the row addressing element 41 has enabled the last row of the stochastic threshold array to be provided by the threshold value selection section 21, the row counter 46 resets and begins enabling threshold values to be provided from the stochastic threshold array's first row.

As described above, the multiple-level discrete-tone value generation section 22, in response to the selected continuous-tone image data for each pixel of the continuous-tone image data as provided by the pixel value selection section 20 and the selected threshold values as provided by the threshold value selection section 21, generates the multiple-level discrete-tone pixel value for each pixel for rendering by the rendering device 13. The section 22 includes the multiple-level discrete-tone density array 27, and in addition includes an output buffer 60 and a color mask buffer 61, all of which are shown in greater detail in FIG. 3, along with a selected pixel value buffer 63 (not shown in FIG. 2) for buffering the selected continuous-tone image data for each pixel as provided by the continuous-tone image data storage array 23 and a threshold value buffer 64 (also not shown in FIG. 2) for buffering each threshold value as provided by the stochastic threshold value array 25.

With reference to FIG. 3, the array 27 includes a number of entries 62, each of which stores colorant density values for each of the colors to be rendered by the rendering device 13. In one embodiment, in which the rendering device can render three gray levels, two cyan levels, two magenta levels and one yellow level, each entry 62 comprises an eight-bit digital data word, with one bit position being allocated to each of the density levels for each of the diverse colors. In that embodiment, the three low-order bit positions are allocated to the two cyan density levels "C1" and "C0," the next two higher-order bit positions are allocated to the two magenta density levels "M1" and "M0," and the highest-order bit position is allocated to the yellow density level "Y," so that each word would have bit positions which are allocated (Y,M1,M0,C1,C0,K2,K1,K0). The index "0," "1" and "2" associated with each color identifier "C," "M" and "K" identifies a colorant density for the associated color, with increasing index values representing increasing colorant densities. It will be appreciated that, since, in rendering a particular pixel, the rendering device will generally use at most one density for any particular color, an entry 62 will normally have at most one of the K2, K1 and K0 bits set, at most one bit of the C1 and C0 bits set, and at most one of the M1 and M0 bits set, with the set bit identifying the corresponding colorant density to be used if the particular entry 62 is selected in response to a particular continuous-tone pixel value and a particular threshold value.

FIG. 3 depicts the array 27 as being divided into four regions, namely,

(i). a region identified by the legend "(K2,K1,K0) = (1,0,0)," which is generally associated with entries 62 for relatively high threshold values and relatively low continuous-tone pixel values;

(ii). a region identified by the legend "(K2,K1,K0) = (0,0,0)," which is generally associated with entries 62 for relatively low threshold values and relatively high continuous-tone pixel values; and

(iii). regions "(K2,K1,K0) = (0,1,0)" and "(K2,K1,K0) = (0,0,1)" associated with entries 62 in regions located between the above-described regions, with region "(K2,K1,K0) = (0,1,0)" being generally associated with the region generally associated with entries 62 for lower continuous-tone pixel values and higher threshold values than the region generally associated with region "(K2,K1,K0) = (0,0,1)."

The entries 62 in the region identified "(K2,K1,K0) = (1,0,0)," comprises those entries 62 which, if identified by the continuous-tone pixel data and the threshold data provided thereto, would indicate that the gray color with high-density colorant "K2." Similarly, the entries 62 in region "(K2,K1,K0) = (0,1,0)," comprises those entries which, if identified by the continuous-
tone pixel data and the threshold data provided thereto, would indicate that the gray color with intermediate-density colorant "K1." In addition, the region "(K2,K1,K0) = (0,0,1)," comprises those entries 62 which, if identified by the continuous-tone pixel data and the threshold data provided thereto, would indicate that the gray color with low-density colorant "K0." Finally, the region identified "(K2,K1,K0) = (0,0,0)," comprises the entries 62 which, if identified by the continuous-tone pixel data and the threshold data provided thereto, would indicate that no color is to be applied, which effectively corresponds to the color "white" (or "paper," indicating that no pixel of any density of the gray colorant will be deposited on the medium).

[0033] In one embodiment, including the above-described densities for colors cyan, magenta and yellow in addition to those described above for color gray, entries 62 would, in addition to the colorant density values for K2, K1 and K0, also include values defining regions (not shown) for colors cyan, magenta and yellow, which are constructed in a similar manner as those for the color gray as described above in connection with FIG. 3. It will be appreciated that the regions of entries 62 in array 27 associated with the different colorant densities may differ as among the various colors.

[0034] As described above, for a color image, each pixel will have separate continuous-tone pixel values for each of the various colors. In that case, entries 62 will be individually selected for each of the colors. For each color, as indicated by a COLOR SEL color select indication from the control element 19, the continuous-tone pixel value for the corresponding color is used to identify an entry 62 in the array 27, and the contents of the identified entry are coupled to the buffer register 70. The contents of the buffer register 70 are coupled to one input of an output comparator 71.

[0035] The output buffer 60, along with the mask buffer 61, cooperate to select the specific bit or bits of the contents of the entry 62 in the array 27, which is selected in response to the continuous-tone pixel value and threshold value, which are associated with the color identified by the COLOR SEL color select indication. The mask buffer 61 includes a plurality of mask registers 61(G), 61(C), 61(M) and 61(Y), each of which is associated with one of the colors gray, cyan, magenta and yellow, respectively. Each of the mask registers has one or more bits which are set in bit positions which correspond to those bit positions in the entries 62 which are associated with one of the respective colorant densities for gray, cyan, magenta and yellow, with the remaining bits in each mask register being cleared. The COLOR SEL color select indication from the control element 19 selects one of the mask registers whose contents are coupled to the other input of output comparator 71. It will be appreciated that, since the COLOR SEL color select indication is used both in selecting the particular color of the continuous-tone pixel value to be used in selecting an entry 62 of the array 27, and in selecting the particular color mask in mask registers 61(G), 61(C), 61(M) and 61(Y), the contents of the selected mask register are coupled to the second input of the output comparator 71.

[0036] The output comparator 71 uses the contents of the selected mask register provided by mask buffer 61 to select the portions of the contents of buffer register 70 to be coupled to the rendering device 13 as the multiple-level discrete-tone output pixel value for the color associated with the COLOR SEL color select indication. In that operation, the comparator 71 performs a bit-wise comparison between the contents of buffer register 70 and the bits of the selected mask register. Since the selected mask register includes set bits in the bit positions associated with the color associated with the COLOR SEL color select indication, if a bit in the buffer register 70 associated with that color are set, that bit will be coupled to the rendering device 13 to identify the particular density to be used for that color.

[0037] It will be appreciated that the control element 19 will enable the COLOR SEL color select indication to cycle through all of the colors for the continuous-tone image data, so that the array 27, output buffer 60 and color mask 61 will repeat the above-described operations in connection with each of the colors. After cycling through all of the colors, the control element 19 will enable the pixel value selection section 20 and threshold value selection section 21 to provide continuous-tone image data for a new pixel and a new threshold value as described above. The control element will repeat these operations in connection with each of the pixels whose data is stored in the continuous-tone pixel value array 23, to enable multiple-value discrete-tone pixel values to be generated for rendering by the rendering device 13.

[0038] The multiple-level stochastic screening system 18 provides a number of advantages. Since the system 18 uses an array 27 in identifying colorant density values for respective pixel values and threshold values, the density values can be easily modified merely by modifying the values stored in the array.

[0039] It will be appreciated that numerous modifications may be made to the image rendering system 18. For example, although system 18 has been described as including a store 23 (FIG. 2) to buffer and store the continuous-tone image data to be provided to the multiple-level discrete-tone value generation section 22, it will be appreciated that the continuous-tone image data may be provided in a stream directly from, for example, an image acquisition device 12 without being buffered in a storage device such as store 23. Modifications to the system 18 which will accommodate such an arrangement will be apparent to those skilled in the art.

[0040] In addition, system 18 has been described so that each selected continuous-tone pixel value provided to the multiple-value discrete-tone value generation section 22 includes values for each of the colors, with the section 22 generating the discrete-tone pixel values for all of the colors for a pixel before the next selected...
continuous-tone pixel value is provided. It will be appreciated, however, that the section 22 may instead process the various colors in a series of iterations, with the continuous-tone image data for one of the colors being processed for all of the pixels in each iteration. Modifications to the system 18 which will accommodate such an arrangement will be apparent to those skilled in the art.

Furthermore, although system 18, in connection with rendering of color images, has been described as using the same stochastic threshold array in store 25 for all of the colors in which the images are rendered, it will be appreciated that the system may instead use different stochastic threshold arrays for the different colors. This may have the advantage that mis-registration of the various colors as rendered by the rendering device, which may be noticeable in the rendered image if the same threshold array is used for all of the colors, may not appear as noticeable. In addition, the stochastic threshold arrays for the various colors may be of different sizes (that is, of different numbers of rows and columns) which may reduce stochastic threshold array tiling edge effects which may arise if the same size arrays are used for all of the colors. Modifications to the system 18 which will accommodate such arrangements will be apparent to those skilled in the art.

In addition, while the multiple-level discrete-tone density array 27 has been described as including array elements 62 in which each colorant density value of each different colorant is associated with a unique bit of the words stored in the respective elements 62, it will be appreciated that the colorant density values may be binary encoded. In that case, each group of "N" bits that are allocated to each colorant may identify \(2^N\) density values, and a decoder may be provided to decode the binary encoding to identify the particular colorant density value to be used. Alternatively, if each bit is associated with a colorant density value, several bits allocated to a colorant may be set to indicate that colorants of all of the associated pixels are to be used in pixel rendering. Modifications to the system 18 which will accommodate such arrangements will also be apparent to those skilled in the art.

It will be appreciated by those skilled in the art that the multiple-level stochastic screening system 10 can be implemented in special-purpose hardware, in a suitably-programmed general purpose digital computer, or in a combination thereof. In an implementation comprising special purpose hardware, the various elements depicted in FIGS. 2 and 3 may represent electronic components and the items described above as "indications" may represent electrical signals. On the other hand, in an implementation comprising a programmed general purpose digital computer the various elements depicted in FIGS. 2 and 3 may represent data elements and data structures which are manipulated by program instructions as described above, and "indications" comprise the states of such data elements or structures which are used in controlling the operations of the computer.

**Claims**

1. An image rendering system (10) for generating discrete tone image data for representing continuous tone image data to be rendered by a rendering device (13A), the continuous tone image data including a plurality of pixel values each associated with a pixel, the rendering device (13A) rendering a color using a plurality of colorants each having an associated colorant density, the image rendering system (10) comprising:
   - a threshold array (25) including a plurality of threshold values;
   - a colorant density array (27);
   - and colorant density supply means (19) for, for each pixel, using the pixel value associated with the pixel and a threshold value from the threshold array (25) to identify an array element of the colorant density array (27), the colorant density supply means (19) supplying the colorant density value of the identified array element to the rendering device (13A) for rendering;
   - said colorant density array (25) being characterized by a plurality of array elements, each array element being a function of two inputs, one of said pixel values and one of said threshold values, each array element identifying a particular one of a plurality of colorant density values each associated with one of said colorant densities rendered by said rendering device (13A).

2. An image rendering system 10 as defined in claim 1 in which the threshold array (25) comprises a stochastic threshold array.

3. An image rendering system 10 as defined in claim 1 in which the elements of the colorant density array (27) identify colorant density values associated with a plurality of colors.

4. An image rendering system 10 as defined in claim 3 in which at least some of said elements identify, for at least some of said colors, a plurality of colorant density values.

5. An image rendering system 10 as defined in claim 4 in which said colors include gray, cyan, magenta and yellow.

6. An image rendering system 10 as defined in claim
5 in which most of the colorant density values are allocated to the gray color and the least color density values are allocated to the yellow color.

7. An image rendering system 10 as defined in claim 6 in which three colorant density values are allocated to the gray color, two colorant density values are allocated to the cyan color, two colorant density values are allocated to the magenta color and one colorant density value is allocated to the yellow color.

8. An image rendering system (10) for generating discrete tone image data for representing continuous tone image data to be rendered by a discrete-tone rendering device, the continuous tone image data including a plurality of continuous-tone pixel values each associated with a pixel, the image rendering system (10) comprising:

- a threshold array (25) including a plurality of threshold values;
- a discrete-tone pixel value array (27);

and discrete-tone pixel value supply means (19) for, for each pixel, using the continuous-tone pixel value associated with the pixel and a threshold value from the threshold array (25) to identify an array element of the discrete-tone pixel value array (27), the discrete-tone pixel value supply means (19) supplying the discrete-tone pixel value of the identified array element to the rendering device (13A) for rendering;

said discrete-tone pixel value array being characterized by a plurality of array elements, each array element being a function of two inputs, one of said pixel values and one of said threshold values, each array element identifying a particular discrete tone value.
kreten Farbtonbilddaten zum Wiedergeben kontinuierlicher Farbtonbilddaten, die durch eine Diskretfarbtonwiedergabevorrichtung wiedergegeben werden sollen, wobei die kontinuierlichen Farbtonbilddaten eine Vielzahl von kontinuierlichen Farbtonpixelwerten enthalten, die jeweils einem Pixel zugeordnet sind, wobei das Bildwiedergabesystem (10) aufweist:

1. Schwellenwertfeld (25), das eine Vielzahl von Schwellenwerten enthält;

2. Diskretfarbtonpixelwertfeld (27);

3. Diskretfarbtonpixelwertzuführeinrichtung (19) zum Verwenden des kontinuierlichen Farbtonpixelwerts, der dem Pixel zugeordnet ist, und eines Schwellenwerts aus dem Schwellenwertfeld (25) für jedes Pixel, um ein Feldalement des Diskretfarbtonpixelwertfeldes (27) identifizieren zu können, wobei die Diskretfarbtonpixelwertzuführeinrichtung (19) den Diskretfarbtonpixelwert des identifizierten Feldalements der Wiedergabevorrichtung (13A) zum Wiedergeben zuführt;

wobei das Diskretfarbtonpixelwertfeld durch eine Vielzahl von Feldaelementen gekennzeichnet ist, wobei jedes Feldalement eine Funktion von zwei Eingängen ist, einem der Pixelwerte und einem der Schwellenwerte, und wobei jedes Feldalement einen bestimmten diskreten Farbtonwert identifiziert.

Revendications

1. Système de rendu d’image (10) pour générer des données d’image à tons discrets pour représenter des données d’images à tons continus destinées à être restituées par un dispositif de rendu (13A), les données d’images à tons continus comportant une pluralité de valeurs de pixel, associées chacune à un pixel, le dispositif de rendu (13A) restituant une couleur en utilisant une pluralité de colorants ayant chacun une densité de colorant associée, le système de rendu d’image (10) comprenant :

un tableau de seuils (25) comportant une pluralité de valeurs de seuil ;

un tableau de densités de colorants (27) ;

2. Système de rendu d’image (10) selon la revendication 1, dans lequel le tableau de seuils (25) comprend un tableau de seuils stochastiques.

3. Système de rendu d’image (10) selon la revendication 1, dans lequel les éléments du tableau de densités de colorants (27) identifient les valeurs de densités de colorants associées à une pluralité de couleurs.

4. Système de rendu d’image (10) selon la revendication 1, dans lequel les desdites couleurs comprennent le gris, le cyan, le magenta et le jaune.

5. Système de rendu d’image (10) selon la revendication 5, dans lequel la plupart des valeurs de densités de colorants sont attribuées à la couleur grise et les plus petites valeurs de densité de couleur sont attribuées à la couleur jaune.

6. Système de rendu d’image (10) selon la revendication 6, dans lequel trois valeurs de densité de colorant sont attribuées à la couleur grise, deux valeurs de densité de colorant sont attribuées à la couleur cyan, deux valeurs de densité de colorant sont attribuées à la couleur magenta et une valeur de densité de colorant est attribuée à la couleur jaune.

7. Système de rendu d’image (10) pour générer des données d’image à tons discrets pour représenter des données d’images à tons continus destinées à être restituées par un dispositif de rendu à tons discrets, les données d’images à tons continus comportant une pluralité de valeurs de pixel à tons continus, associées chacune à un pixel, le système de rendu d’image (10) comprenant :

un tableau de seuils (25) comportant une pluralité de valeurs de seuil ;

un tableau de densités de colorants (27) ;
un tableau de valeurs de pixel à tons discrets (27) ;
et un moyen d'alimentation (19) en valeurs de pixel à tons discrets pour, pour chaque pixel,
utiliser la valeur de pixel à tons continus associée au pixel et une valeur de seuil du tableau de seuils (25) afin d'identifier un élément de tableau du tableau de valeurs de pixel à tons discrets (27), le moyen d'alimentation (19) en valeurs de pixel à tons discrets fournissant la valeur de pixel à tons discrets de l'élément de tableau identifié au dispositif de rendu (13A) pour le rendu ;
ledit tableau de valeurs de pixel à tons discrets étant caractérisé par une pluralité d'éléments de tableau, chaque élément de tableau étant fonction de deux entrées, l'une desdites valeurs de pixel et l'une desdites valeurs de seuil, chaque élément de tableau identifiant une valeur de ton discret particulière.